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A. About “EASTS Outstanding Transportation Project Award” 
 
1. Schedule 
- July 22, 2005: Notice to EASTS Board Members 
- August 31, 2005: Deadline of Submission 
- September 21, 2005: First Screening Meeting (3:00-4:00PM, at Lotus Room) 
- September 22, 2005: Final Screening Meeting (11:00AM-12:00PM, at Lotus Room) 
- September 23, 2005: Report at Board Meeting 3 (10:00AM-2:00PM, at Lotus Room) 
- September 24, 2005: Awarding at Closing Ceremony (4:00-5:00PM, at Lotus Room) 
 
2. Number of Prize: 1 Project 
 
3. Criteria of Prize Selection 
- Expected Social Impact 
- Expected Transportation Impact 
- Method/Technology of Construction 
- Financing and Management 
- Uniqueness 
 
4. History 
- In Hanoi conference (2001): The Inchon International Airport, Inchon-city, Korea 
- In Fukuoka conference (2003), No nominations 
 
5. Chairperson and Member of Award Committee 
- Chairperson: Prof. Kyung Soo Chon (Korea) 
- Member: Prof. Inamura (Japan), Prof. Fwa (Singapore), Prof. Taylor (Australia), Prof. 
Karim (Malaysia) 
 
 
 



<Application Guideline for Outstanding Transportation Project Award> 
 
1. Deadline of the Submission: August 31, 2005 
 
2. Contents of the Application 
(1) Name of the Project 
(2) Outline of the Project 
- Brief History 
- Construction Cost by Item (US$) 
(3) Impact of the Project 
- Social Impact 
- Transportation Impact 
(4) Method/Technology of Construction 
(5) Financing and Management 
(6) Uniqueness of the Project 
(7) Pictures and Drawings on the project (either in Hard paper or in Electronic format) 
(8) Point of Contact Person: Telephone, Facsimile, e-mail 
 
3. Address of Submission 
 Secretary of the EASTS 
c/o Association for Planning and Transportation Studies, 
K-WING 6F, 5-2-1, Kojimachi, Chiyoda-ku,Tokyo,102-0083, Japan 
e-mail: office@easts.info 
 
4. Others 
(1) Maximum 3 candidates per country 
(2) Application should be between 4-6 pages per project (except Pictures) 
(3) The candidates' project should be approved by its domestic society 
(4) Both file (MS-Word) and 2 hard copies should be submitted 
(5) The project should be completed in recent 2 years 



B. Nominated Projects 
 
1. The Second Freeway Project in Taiwan 
2. Highly Integrated Technology: The Construction of KYUSHU SHINKANSEN 
3. The Construction of Minatomirai line to Create the New City Space of the 

Cosmopolitan City "Yokohama" 
 
 
 

C. Evaluation Form 
 
Please evaluate by using following values 

5: Excellent 
4:  
3: Average 
2:  
1: Poor 

 
 Projects 

Criteria 1:Second 
Freeway 

2:Kyushu 
Shinkansen 

3:Minatomirai 
Line 

Expected Social Impact  
 

  

Expected Transportation Impact  
 

  

Method/Technology of Construction  
 

  

Financing and Management  
 

  

Uniqueness  
 

  

Total 
 
 
 

  

 
 

D. Application Documents 
 
Submitted applications are as follows. 
 



 

Application for Outstanding Transportation Project Award (OTPA) 

 

The Second Freeway Project in Taiwan 

Contents of the Application 

 

1. Name of the Project p.1 

2. Outline of the Project p.1 

- Brief History 

-Construction Cost by Item (US$) 

3. Impact of the Project p.2 

4. Method/Technology of Construction p.3 

- Bridge Engineering 

- Tunneling Engineering 

5. Financing and Management p.6 

6. Uniqueness of the Project p.7 

7. Pictures and Drawings on the Project p.10 

8. Point of Contact p.10 
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1. Name of the Project：The Second Freeway Project in Taiwan 

The Second Freeway Project includes： 
(1) National Expressway No.3：The main arterial line starts from Keelung in the north and extends to Pingtung in the 

south of Taiwan（Keelung - Taipei - Hsinchu - Taichung - Chiai - Sinhua - Dapeng Bay）. 
(2) National Expressway No.2：Airport Branch Route and Taoyuan Inner Beltway（C.K.S. International Airport - 

Yingge）. 
(3) National Expressway No.4：Taichung Inner Beltway（Cingshuei - Fongyuan）.  
(4) National Expressway No.8：Tainan Branch Route（Tainan - Sinhua）. 
(5) National Expressway No.10：Kaohsiung Branch Route（Kaohsiung City – Cishan）. 

2. Outline of the Project 

2.1 Brief History 
Ever since completed in 1978, the first national freeway, also named the Sun Yat-sen Freeway, with mass and rapid 

transit function, has carried up to 55% of the traffic along Taiwan's western corridor. It plays an important part in 
Taiwan's economic miracle and continues to provide comfort and convenience for Taiwan residents. However, due to 
the rapidly growing economy and higher living standard, the number of car-owner rate increased significantly. Many 
sections along the freeway became more and more congested, especially those near Taipei, Taichung and Kaohsiung 
megalopolis. 

In order to alleviate the congested problem and extend service region for freeway, Taiwan Area National 
Expressway Engineering Bureau has planned a scheme of the National Expressway Network of Taiwan as shown in 
figure 1. 

The Second Freeway project started construction in 1984 and opened to public in January 2004. It was one of the 
major transportation construction projects in 80’s of Taiwan; it takes nearly 20 years and costs 9.252 billion US dollars. 

The Second Freeway starts from Keelung in the north and extends to Pingtung in the south of Taiwan, a total 
length of 518km. The main arterial line extends for 432km and there is also an 86Km-long branch line. The main 
facilities along the Second Freeway include 57 general service interchanges, 19 system interchanges, 11 toll stations, 
and 7 service areas. Based on traffic volume prediction, most sections are 6 lanes, while some are 8 or 4 lanes. 

2.2 Construction Cost by Item (US$) 
 Roadwork construction projects：$4.5 billion 
 Bridge construction projects：$3.4 billion 
 Tunnel construction projects：$982 million 
 Architecture construction projects：$370 million 
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Fig. 1  National Expressway Network of Taiwan 

3. Impact of the Project 

3.1 Social Impact 
This project is a major contribution to the transportation network in Taiwan, dispersing concentrations of 

population. It balances regional development across Taiwan, shortens the traveling distance between cities in the 
vicinity and leads to further growth of the local economy. It also helps to connect cities with the population over 
500,000. The aim is to further improve the expressway network to be more accessible and also stimulate economic 
growth for both the northern and southern parts of Taiwan. 

For the purpose of reducing the environment impact during freeway development activities, this project has 
on-going environmental assessment during planning stage, which is to discover the possible influence trends such as 
potential geological disaster and flooding, isolation of community as well as ecology impact in order to feed back as 
alternatives or case-revising references. 

During design stage, the affection-reducing strategy of the EIS reports and review conclusions, the latest 
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topographies and the investigation information of current environmental conditions were fit into self-criticism and 
revision. Besides, the feasible environmental protection strategies such as noise prevention, water quality control, 
transportation preserving and construction methodology management were incorporated into designs. Finally, the 
environmental job was fulfilled by clear and definite power /responsibility division and well-built ISO quality systems 
procedures. 

The environmental jobs include general environment protection measures such as rest-area sewage and waste 
treatment facilities, sound barriers installing, cultural sites conservation, landscapes and planting. Also, the natural 
environment and landscape impact were taken into account during planning stages, which is to reduce the development 
activities impact and to integrate both technologies and natural environment. 

3.2 Transportation impact 
Faster traffic movement, higher volume of transportation capacity with lower cost in a safer and more comfortable 

way are the known beneficial characteristics of freeway. These characteristics also help on more efficient land usage, 
lower energy consumption, reduce pollution to the environment and improve traffic safety. In addition, freeway is one 
of the important national resources that has important value to the nation’s economical growth, raises its residents’ 
living standard and helps to maintain the national safety as well.  

Since its opening for service, the Second Freeway provides people with an alternative of the major traffic routes 
from north to south on the west coast of Taiwan. It effectively relieves traffic congestion of the Sun Yat-Sen Freeway 
and improves the effectiveness of public transportation on the west coast. It also remarkably reduces the traveling time 
between cities. The project not only provides 432 km long of main freeway but also includes the three major service 
branches surrounding Taipei, Taichung & Kaohsiung metropolitans. These service branches provide an easy access and 
improve the road capacities in the metropolitan area and significantly reduce the traffic congestion problems. 

In addition, the Second Freeway, the Sun Yat-Sen Freeway and the west coast expressway are linked with the 5 
east-west surrounding branching routes and 12 east-west expressways. A freeway-expressway network is finally 
completed. It covers about 8,000 square kilometers of Taiwan west coast with about 95% of Taiwan’s population. This 
fast, convenient and densely located freeway-expressway network becomes the major routes for industrial production, 
general consumption and daily living utilization of Taiwan residents. 

4. Method/Technology of Construction 
The west part of Taiwan has highly developed while the second freeway project began. The route passes through 

the countries and hills around the plain to avoid the impact by the road construction. If the route passes through the 
plain area, the road is designed as bridges to avoid the separation of land by the route. Therefore the bridges and the 
tunnels account for the large proportion. The method and technology of the bridge and tunnel engineering are the key 
points of the project. 

4.1 Bridge Engineering 

4.1.1 The bridges with humanities 
The bridges are the large artworks related with human lives. The bridges design consideration of this project is to 

get the bridges integrated within the environment.  
In general section, the bridges are designed as succinct shape beam bridges to avoid the negative influence upon 

the environment. If necessary, the bridges, e.g. Waipu Overpass Bridge (Fig.2), are visually optimized by the auxiliary 
simple line. 

If the bridges overpass the river, canyon with large span or passes through the scenery area, they are designed as 
special bridges to fully unfold the strength and the beauty of the bridges. 

 Maling Bridge: It overpasses Malingkeng valley with a large span. The site terrain is concave and the geology of 
two sided mountains are good, so it was designed as a reinforced concrete arch bridge with span 145m (Fig.3). 

 Bitan Bridge: The bridge is located in the Bitan scenic area and overpass the Sindian River. It was designed as a 
prestressed concrete arch bridge with span 160m, so that the tourists under the bridge can feel the beauty of the 
bridge mechanics. With its exquisite three 3-dimensional shape line, it becomes a landmark of the Bitan scenic area 
(Fig.4). 

 Changhua Viaduct: While the route passes along the southern of the Wu River in the middle of Taiwan, the bridge 
must be designed as single pier type and constructed with the embankment together due to the limitation of land. 
The bridge was constructed by precast segment method; its arc shape girder is made to avoid the oppressive feeling 
to the passenger. The six lanes in the width of the superstructure is the second widest precast segment bridge in the 
world (Fig.5). 

 Gaoping River Bridge: The second freeway overpasses the Gaoping River to Pingtung plain in higher elevation 
after passes through the Yanchao mountainous area. The bridge has larger spans to reduce the impact on the 
Gaoping River and consider the development of the Buddha Mountain scenic area. The bridge is designed as a 
compound cable stayed structure with a steel structure of main span 330m and a prestressed concrete structure of 
side span 180m. The bridge is a landmark of southern Taiwan and the largest single pylon, asymmetrical; 
compound cable stayed bridge in Asia. (Fig.6). 
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4.1.2 Safely and rapidly mechanical construction method 
Another characteristic for the bridge engineering in the second freeway project is the massive use of the 

mechanical construction methods to complete quite a lot of bridges safely and rapidly and reduce the impact to the 
transportation or fluent under the bridges during construction period. The mechanical construction methods used in the 
second freeway project are Balanced Cantilever Method (BC)(Fig.7), Incremental Launching Method (ILM)(Fig.8), 
Advancing Shoring Method (ASM)(Fig.9), Precast Segmental Construction Method (PSM)(Fig.10), Precast Strut Panel 
combined with box girder (Fig.11). The ILM and ASM were introduced in Taiwan for the first time. They accelerate the 
bridge construction speed in the second freeway project and become main construction method for the other bridge 
engineering in Taiwan. 

70% of the bridges in the second freeway project are constructed by the mechanical construction method. Its main 
benefit tabulates as follows. 

 
Method Length（m） Proportion（%） Construction Speed 

BC 12,569 6.0 7 days/5 m segment 
ILM 11,981 5.7 8 days / segment 
ASM 76,823 36.7 14 days /Span（3 Lanes） 
PSM 45,301 21.6 7 days / Span 

 

Fig. 2  Waipu Overpass Bridge Fig. 3  Maling Bridge 

Fig. 4  Bitan Bridge Fig. 5  Changhua Viaduct 

Fig. 6  Gaoping River Bridge Fig. 7  Balanced Cantilever Method 
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Fig. 8  Incremental Launching Method Fig. 9  Advancing Shoring Method 

  
Fig. 10  Precast Segmental Construction Method Fig. 11  Precast Strut Panel combined with box girder

4.2 Tunneling Engineering 
Taiwan is located on the boundary between the Eurasian Plate and the Philippine Sea Plate. Geological conditions 

are very complicated. The Second Freeway is located in the west Taiwan Island from Keelung to Pingtung. It passes 
through various rock mass and encounters severe geological challenges, such as faults, squeezing, ground water 
inflowing, and unconsolidated loose strata. Therefore, tunnel constructions usually become the critical points of the 
project. 

The Second Freeway includes 28 tunnels with total length of 27.2km. The main tunnel is three lanes with cross 
section of 120~160m2. Furthermore, partly section of the Sindian tunnel in this project is four lanes with cross section 
of 230m2 (Fig.12). It is really rare among freeway tunnels in the world. The principle of the portal design was to reduce 
the excavation, in order to recover the natural landscape. For example, the artificial construction of the north portal of 
Jhongliao tunnel was designed to merge into the natural scenery (Fig.13). Consequently, the primitive and special local 
scenery, the famous mud stone topography, could be preserved. The excavation method of this project was chiefly 
Drilling and Blasting. In parts of the tunnels, mechanized excavation method, like Roadheader (Fig.14), was adopted to 
reduce the impact of blasting to the surrounding environment. Some auxiliary methods, like pipe-roof and grouting, 
were needed when tunnels encountered poor geological conditions, shallow overburden or adjacent to buildings. For 
example, the geological condition of Lantan tunnel is unconsolidated, under high groundwater level, with shallow 
overburden and adjacent to buildings. To avoid causing excavation face unstableness and settlement of surrounding 
buildings, side galleries excavation method was adopted (Fig.15). Meanwhile, new material and technology, such as 
point well dewatering, lattice girder and steel fiber shotcrete, were also used in this tunnel. To measure the deformation 
of tunnels and the settlement of ground surface, a series of monitoring systems were set during construction to examine 
the safety of the tunnel.  

In addition, there were well-designed traffic control and electrical & mechanical device or equipments installed in 
tunnels to improve traffic safety, such as changeable speed limit sign (CSLS), changeable message sign (CMS), lane 
control signal (LCS), closed circuit television system (CCTV), emergency telephone (ET), fire hydrant, ventilation 
system and lighting system, etc. 
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Fig. 12  Four-lane section of Sindian Tunnel Fig. 13  Landscape of the north portal of Jhongliao Tunnel 

Fig. 14  Excavation by Roadheader in Bitan Tunnel Fig. 15  Excavation of side galleries in Lantan Tunnel 

5. Financing and Management 

5.1 Financing 
The construction, operation and maintenance costs of The Second Freeway are provided by the National Freeway 

Construction and Management Fund. This object-oriented fund, which was established by the Republic of China 
government to build up national freeways on schedule, is based on the financial principle including user-pay and 
returnable investment. Up to now, the fund has cope with broaden construction of The Sun Yat-Sen National Freeway, 
The Second Freeway, The Taipei –Ilan Expressway, The Eastern Expressway Suao-Hualien Section and The National 
Expressway No.6 Nantou Section. 

The incomes of the national freeway fund come from government yearly budget, freeway toll, service area revenue, 
22.5% of fuel taxation and 17% of freeway violation ticket receipt. The expenditure items are capital investment in 
freeway construction, operation and maintenance cost and expenses of government bond issued. According to the 
financial plan, the self-financing ratio (compensation ratio) is about 78%, which may be changed by adding other 
freeway project, unplanned social change or other unexpected factors when needed.  The 22% shortage will be 
complemented by the national treasury in terms of yearly budget. 

5.2 Management 
The procurement system of the Second Freeway Project was originally procured in accordance with the provisions 

of “Law of Audit”, “Rules governing application of the Law of Audit”, and “Audit Stipulations for Government 
Constructions” which all promulgated by the National Audit Office, at central Taiwan government level.  It was also 
confronted to related guiding principle for government construction prescribed by the Executive Yuan, the highest 
administrative organ in Taiwan, Republic of China. 

Since “Government Procurement Act”(GPA) became effective in May 27, 1999, procedures, methodology and 
standard of the procurement have strictly been complied with the provisions of GPA, in which the Public Procurement 
Commission, our central government authority, had took the international standards into account. 

In order to upgrade the quality of the projects, a professional engineering consulting firm was entrusted by the 
Taiwan Area National expressway Engineering Bureau to perform engineering services including construction 
supervision and project management, etc.  So that timelines could be managed effectively to ensure the project was 
completed on time with high quality and within reasonable budget limits. 
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6. Uniqueness of the Project 
(1) The planning of the route and alignment of the Second Freeway had particularly considered the condition of resident 

environment. The design also had taken coordination of the road landscape and the surrounding ecology plants. 
Therefore, the freeway blends seamlessly into the local landscape soon after completion. The following are several 
examples shown with fine pictures. 

 Keelung-Sijhih Section 
The design of the Keelung-Sijhih Section of the Second Freeway was completed in August 1994. This section 

extends from the Keelung-Jinshan Highway north to the Keelung Harbor area, and connects on the south to the Sijhih 
System Interchange. The entire section extends 10 kilometers and has several tunnels and bridges to accommodate the 
uneven terrain. Viewed from above, the road from Sijhih Tunnel to Cidu Tunnel snakes through a hilly terrain and 
seems to have become part of the landscape soon after completion. To the east, the Sun Yat-sen Freeway along the 
Keelung River is visible and the Keelung Mountain also rises clearly at the far northeastern tip. (Fig.16) 

 Taipei Metropolitan Section 
In order to keep away from the densely developed area of Taipei Metropolitan and to reduce the relocation quantity, 

the main route was planned passing through mountain edges near Taipei. Totally 16KM long tunnels were designed 
within a 25KM road section (Sijhih to Jhonghe). The tunnels are mainly with 3 lanes per tube. However, the Sindian 
tunnel entrance on the southbound has a rarely seen four-lane section to hold a merging ramp of Sindian Interchange. 
(Fig.17) 

 Longtan Section 
The Longtan section of the Second Freeway enters steep terrain after crossing Hwy No.3 (lower in figure). The 

main route was therefore cut through the terrain, with special attention given to the slope vegetation. Today this section 
is full of exuberance foliage on both sides. In addition, the 9-kilometer section from Dasi Interchange past Longtan 
Interchange till Longtan Toll Station is constructed with rigid pavement. (Fig.18) 

 Neipuzih Reservoir Viaduct  
This viaduct is located next to its namesake reservoir in Minsyong Township. It is 72 meters long, arches 19 meters 

high, and has a three continuous arch design. The surface is covered with coarse stone material, and drainage channels 
open out to dragonhead fountains. The unpretentious structure blends well with the scenic landscape and has become a 
local landmark. (Fig.19) 

 Lantan Tunnel  
The Lantan Tunnel lies east of Chiayi City on the western foothills of the Alishan Range. At its upper end is 

Jiangmuliao Village and Route 159A. The Renyitan Reservoir (pictured above) lies to the southeast and the Lantan 
Reservoir to the southwest. The southbound side is 1,254 meters long and the northbound side is 1,212 meters long. The 
tunnel portals have a canted archway design. During the construction, a Carinthian cover method was used to make an 
18-meter-long portal structure, which significantly reduced excavation of the side slope. The site was replanted with 
greenery after the work was completed. (Fig.20) 

 Jhongliao Tunnel  
Jhongliao Tunnel extends 1,858 meters through Jhongliao Mountain on the border of Tianliao and Cishan, and 

below Jhongliao Village and Route Kao-41. From the north portal, the tunnel passes the Gutingkeng mudstone area and 
the Cishan Fault. The tunnel portals adopt a canted arch design. There are natural slopes on either side of the tunnel, and 
a RC wall has been constructed along the hutches filled in stones to prevent softening from the mudstone water and 
slurry spillage on the roadside. Traffic approaching from the 415- meter Tianliao No. 3 Viaduct before the north tunnel 
portal is treated to the unique sight of the mudstone badlands at the area. (Fig.21) 

 

  
Fig. 16  Keelung-Sijhih Section Fig. 17  Sindian Interchange and Sindian tunnel 
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Fig. 18  Longtan Section Fig. 19  Neipuzih Reservoir Viaduct 

 
Fig. 20  Lantan Tunnel Fig. 21  Jhongliao Tunnel 

 
(2) New techniques help us to overcome geographical barriers and carry out even more artistic projects. Not only 

functional but also aesthetic aspect is constantly taken into account in our projects. No wonder, nature and the 
environment are always found good companions in all of our works. The overwhelming desire drives us to make 
every effort to advance and refine the public constructions in Taiwan.  

The magnificent features of the Second Freeway Project such as bridges with humanities, safely and rapidly 
mechanical construction method, four-lane tunnels have been noted in detail above, here summaries several 
well-designed service areas as following:  

 Cingshuei Service Area 
Looking at it from a distance, the mildly raising ramps and stairs are extensions of the grass, continuing the 

amiable silhouette of Da-Du Mountain. Travelers from different directions are guided into this space, the ramps and 
stairs therefore are understood as bridges as well.（Fig .22, 23） 

 

   
Fig. 22 & Fig. 23 the building of the Cingshuei Service Area is extensions of the grass, and understood as bridges as well. 
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Standing on the red soil of Da-Du Mountain, the Cingshuei Service Area is reminiscent of an oasis in a desert that 
feeds and soothes starved and tired travelers. The circulation of cars is organized simply by circling loops that 
correspond to the geometric form of the building. Parking lots are clearly marked and arranged for the greatest 
convenience to drivers. 

The structure of the Cingshuei Service Area is like a floating bridge on land, its glass walls and ceilings, 
translucent poly-carbonate panels and metal punched plates contrast with the hefty concrete roof. Transparency is one of 
the main goals of architect design; she expects all kinds of events to take place in the large, open and transparent space. 
Hanging about in the building, guests will enjoy the surprises its designer deliberately arranged. 

To celebrate the attraction of the natural scenery, architect reproduced the wonderful landscape on the 
roof-platform with modern media. Bulging objects such as atria, air conditioners and elevators are covered by punched 
metal plates, translucent poly-carbonate panels or glass pyramids. When these elements are combined with the 
cobblestones paved on the floor, an industrial garden is completed. Such arrangement provides a good example of how 
to make excellent use of the usually ignored roof space. 

 The Dongshan Service Area 
The Dongshan Service Area is on the western side of the Second Freeway. The building is erected facing the open 

field on the west aligned with the landscape descending from the east to the west. At the north-east end of the site, a 
twenty-five-meter high banyan with a forty-meter wide crown of branches demonstrates its prosperity proudly. 
Impressed by it from the first visit to the site, the designers of the service area put the banyan into the focal point and 
centered the entire plan on it. （Fig .24, 25） 

To correspond with the round sheds provided by the banyan, a circular plaza in front of a semi-circular building 
interacts with the banyan, empty circles resonate solid circles. Circular spaces are naturally magnetic to guests; people 
from any direction can get in freely and conveniently. Separated from the circulation for visitors, the circulation on the 
south end of the site is for the arrival and leaving of the staff. The parking lots of sedans are put on both sides of the 
banyan; designers did not want visitors to ignore it. 

 

   
Fig. 24 & Fig. 25 The designers of the service area put the banyan into the focal point and centered the entire plan on it. 

 Sihu Service Area 
The entire site is descending mildly from eastern hills towards the western fields; a service area linking to the 

northward line is built along the hill lines following the design of a traditional Chinese compound. Service area linking 
to the southward line is built along the narrow extending land. Designers have tried many different possibilities and 
decided the one folding arm and one stretching arm will be the best solution for this particular landscape. （Fig .26, 27） 

   
Fig. 26 & Fig. 27 Site plan of the Sihu Service Area. 
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Applying the classic ideas of pyramids was a decision made after trying many new concepts. In order to represent 
the classic expression of pyramids, builders troubled to establish symmetry and modular columns among many other 
details while still maintaining the distinct lines of pyramids. The lighting with warmth and appropriate adjustment for 
different spaces provides different experiences for each place, after many experiments, glass is only partially used at the 
top of pyramids to achieve the best lighting effect.  

Transparency is one of the main themes of the architectural design, and the bridge plays a leading role. 
Incorporating the ideas of a museum, the installation of artwork was considered at the early architectural design stage. 
This unprecedented combination of public construction, public art and transportation has provided more varieties for 
Taiwan's architecture. 

The streamlined buildings radiate their power through compact form, and the arched bridge well presents the 
amazing beauty of structure. Light travels both into and out from the pyramids. The bridge transports not just visitors 
but also the “Qi” that flows between the north and the south. The design shows grandeur which rarely found in 
transportation service areas. 

7. Pictures and Drawings on the Project 
Enclosed please find 4 discs. They are PDF files of the Book “New Artery From the Air in Taiwan: Aerial 

Photography of The Second Freeway” which has been published in 2004 by Taiwan Area National Expressway 
Engineering Bureau. There are 130 aerial photos and 77 drawings of plane alignment in 4 discs. 
(1) Disc 1, Aerial Photography, Northern Taiwan 
(2) Disc 2, Aerial Photography, Middle Taiwan 
(3) Disc 3, Aerial Photography, Southern Taiwan 
(4) Disc 4, Plane Alignment 

8. Point of Contact 

Taiwan Area National Expressway Engineering Bureau 
Telephone：886-02-27078808 
Facsimile：886-02-27017818;886-02-27017689 
E-mail：chiulb@ms.taneeb.gov.tw（Chiou, L. B., Director General） 

jclaiw@ms.taneeb.gov.tw（Laiw, J. C., Division Director, Management Division） 
funglee@ms.taneeb.gov.tw（Lee, Ching-Fung , Section Chief, R & D Section, Management Division） 
lisa2000@ms.taneeb.gov.tw（Kung, Hsiu-Yu, R & D Section , Management Division） 
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Highly Integrated Technology: The Construction of KYUSHU SHINKANSEN 
 

Japan Railway Construction, Transport and Technology Agency (JRTT) 
KYUSHU Railway Company（JR-KYUSHU） 
 

1. Introduction 

KYUSHU SHINKANSEN (Fukuoka ~ 

Kagoshima), whose length amounts to 257km, 

connects two large cities in Kyushu Island, the west 

part of Japan. Fukuoka is the central city in Kyushu 

and Kagoshima is the capital city in southern Kyushu. 

The line has a vital role as the artery of Kyushu Island 

which is a segment of the national corridor of whole 

Japan. It is expected to improve the quality of life and 

activate the economy in local area as an essential 

infrastructure. In the whole route of it, southern 

segment between Shin-yatsushiro and Kagoshima 

-chuo (length: 127km) was decided to be constructed 

prior to the other part because the conventional 

railway along the segment has shoddy facilities such 

as single track and sharp curves. As a result the length 

of the segment becomes 37km shorter than that of 

conventional way. The construction authorized for 

640billion yen(US$5.8billion) started in 1991 and 

inaugurated in March, 2004. Whole of the route is to 

be completed six years later. This report shows the 

features of this segment involving the construction 

methods, effects by its operation, new design concepts, 

etc. 

2. Features of the route 

(1) Tunnel shares 70% of whole route in length.  

The conventional railway between Kagoshima and 

Yatsushiro was constructed along the seashore 

because inland area is mountainous. Since this 

segment was constructed with penetrating this 

mountainous topography, it contains 50 tunnels and 

the whole length of them amounts to approximately 

88km, sharing 69% of whole this segment.   

Figure 2:Profile of KYUSHU SHINKANSEN  (Shin-yatsushiro  ～  Kagoshima-chuo) 

 
Figure1: Routes of SHINKANSEN 

(Blue: Operating Red: Construction Green: Planned) 
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(2) Steepest gradient in SHINKANSEN:35‰ 

The 35‰gradient is applied as the first case in 

SHINKANSEN because of both cost-reduction and 

environmental issue. The steep gradient can reduce the 

length of boring in water-saturated ground. It is also 

available to reduce the length of tunnel itself. 

Although there are many tunnels in KYUSHU 

SHINKANSEN, the total length is minimized due to 

the steep gradient.    

3. Effects by the inauguration 

－Social and Transportation Impact－ 

(1) Reducing the traveling time 

KYUSHU SHINKANSEN reduced the 

traveling time between Yatsushiro and Kagoshima to 

35minutes from 120minutes by conventional railway. 

Equivalently, the time between Fukuoka and 

Kagoshima was reduced to 2hours 10minutes from 

3hours 40minutes. Moreover, when whole of the route 

is completed, it is scheduled to be reduced to 1hours 

20minutes. 

Reducing the traveling time expanded the 

sphere of the action from Fukuoka by centering on the 

station of KYUSYU SINKANSEN. Population of 

region that can arrive from Fukuoka within three 

hours increased greatly from 130,000 to 980,000 

people. 

(2)Increasing the passengers 

The number of passengers goes up to 3.22 

million people in one year increased by 128% 

compared to the previous year. Sightseeing and the 

business occupy the majority to the purpose of the 

traveling. On the other hand, Passenger to commute or 

to go to school increased greatly by a factor of about 

six compared with the previous year. In a word, they 

have been selected as daily transportation. It seems 

that the SHINKANSEN brought the revolutionary 

change to the transportation in Kyushu Area. 

Sequentially, it is expected to bring more positive 

effects to whole Kyushu area by its extension to 

Fukuoka. 

(3)Economic effect according to the inauguration 

When Kagoshima Prefecture is made an 

example, the increase by the economic effect 

according to the inauguration to the prefecture is 

provisionally calculated as about 16.6 billion yen*. 

This is more significant than about 4.9 billion yen* 

that flows out to other prefectures by the ‘straw effect’ 

(It means the maintenance of traffic that connects a 

two great city brings a long-term decline to various 

cities located on the way of both 

cities).By inaugurating the southern 

segment of Kyushu beforehand, the 

economic effect was partially generated 

at the early stage. 

*)source: The Kagoshima Regional Economic 

Research Institute

 

  Photo1: The day of inauguration in Kagoshima 

Fukuoka Yatsushiro Kagoshima

Conventional
 railway  

3hours 40minutes

Inauguration of 
southern segment 
      (present) 2hours 10minutes

Inauguration of 
whole route 

1hours 20minutes
0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00

45minutes 34minutes

1hours 36minutes

2hours 2minutes

34minutes

1hours 38minutes

 Figure 3: Comparison of arrival time 
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4. Specific design for KYUSHU SHINKANSEN 

(1) Main Concept and Issues  

KYUSHU SHINKANSEN was constructed 

under the concept of ‘Cost-reduction’ and 

‘Accessibility to the passengers in cooperation with 

the locals. Especially for the stations, user-oriented 

designs such as ‘Universal Design’ were applied as the 

direct interfaces with the locals. 

For the cost-reduction, the construction 

management of tunnels was a vital issue. Specifically, 

tunneling in the ‘Shirasu’, which is weakest volcanic 

loam, was the toughest one. 

(2)Accessibility to the passengers 

Ø Face-to-face transferring 

Since the southern segment was inaugurated 

earlier, passengers must transfer at Shin-yatsushiro 

Station when they go through both SHINKANSEN 

and conventional railway. For easing this troublesome 

transfer, both of platforms were set as face-to-face. 

This is the first case in SHINKANSEN. In the 

background that this equipment becomes possible, the 

transfer line of orbital vehicular from conventional 

railway is planned to this station, and it has been 

diverted to riding in conventional railway. As a result, 

face-to-face transferring was to have achieved it 

without cost-increase. 

Ø Universal Design 

Universal Design considers the accessibility 

not only for disables but also for all station users such 

as screen door.  

For the design of stations, we held the 

public hearings and showed the model of facilities 

such as multi-functioned restroom to get various 

opinions. Moreover, we took the local traditional 

concepts into account to make stations the symbol of 

the area in cooperation with locals.  

(3) Tunnels with newly developed structures 

Since tunnel shares 69% of whole route, it is 

 

Photo2: Transferring at Shin-yatsushiro Station 

 

Figure4:Transferring at Shin-yatsushiro Station 

 

 

Photo3: Screen door 

 

 

Photo4: Multi-functioned Restroom 
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most critical for managing the cost and schedule of 

whole construction. As the standard tunneling method, 

NATM (New Austrian Tunneling Method) was applied 

with some auxiliary supporting method around the 

faults. Especially in the volcanic loam ‘Shirasu’ where 

totally 14km length of tunnel was planned, 7km length 

of it was bored in the water-saturated ground. In this 

condition, repeating impacts from the train make 

mud-pumping even through invert concrete and erode 

the ground. For solving this issue, the invert concrete 

was replaced by the permeable slag subgrade which 

was newly exploited and has enough strength to 

support the track and train. Ground water is drained 

through the subgrade to the center drainage and it 

prevents excess pore water pressure which causes 

mud-pumping. 

(4) Bridges and Stations 

Ø Reduction of construction time  

For the rapid construction, we applied the 

prefabricated compound substructure for the first case 

in SHINKANSEN. The construction period was 

curtailed by the survey of ruins buried around the site 

in Yatsushiro. In the limited period, the prefabricated 

composite substructure enabled rapid construction. 

This method applies the prefabricated concrete boxes. 

The substructure is built by placing the H-steel and 

concrete into the boxes. This method drastically 

reduced the required time for the site work by six 

months.  

Ø Economical design 

  There are many over-crossings with sharp 

degree along the KYUSHU SHINKANSEN. In such a 

case, light-weight steel-concrete composite girder was 

applied for the economical and easy erection. This 

composite girder has seismic and economical 

advantages as a continuous girder. Additionally it is 

expected to reduce the maintenance cost by using 

anti-weathering steel. For reducing the height of piers, 

portal frame subgirder was combined with main girder. 

It can also reduce the maintenance cost because of 

decreasing the number of bearing supports  

Ø Combination of Civil works and Architecture 

(So-called ‘Hybrid Structure’) 

Conventionally, the large part of station 

structure contains massive civil works, but ‘Hybrid 

Structure’ consists of many architectural works. 

Compared to conventional station structures, Hybrid 

Structure has many advantages. For instance, the 
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Figure 5: Permeable slag subgrade 

Permeable slag 

subgrade 

 

Photo5: Prefabricated composite substructure 

 

Photo6: Portal frame subgirder 
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  Civil work structure 

   Architectural structure 

Figure 6: Hybrid Structure(Right),Conventional(left) 

 

Photo 7: Station construction by Architecture 

 

 

Photo8: Frame type concrete slab track 

design of the station obtains degree of freedom. 

Moreover, the safety of the passengers getting on and 

off improves, because so many pillars on the platform 

are defused, and the visibility is improved.  

(5) Track and electric installation 

The continuous welded rail and the concrete 

slab track were positively adopted from the viewpoint 

of the reduction of maintenance and running stability. 

Joint elimination was promoted more by adapting ‘IJ’ 

(glued insulated joint) to the rail insulated joint needed 

as signal equipment, and it became economical. 

Moreover, as part of the cost reduction, the frame type 

concrete slab track was adopted for not only tunnel 

section up to now but also open section completely. 

In the electric installation, safety and a 

high-speed improvement and the cost reduction are 

attempted by adopting high-speed overhead line 

(simple catenary method) and digital automatic train 

control. 

5. Conclusion 

KYUSHU SHINKANSEN was constructed 

by JRTT and is operated by KYUSHU Railway 

Company (JR-KYUSHU). Both JRTT and 

JR-KYUSHU have teamed up in good relation to 

carry out the project. While supplying good services 

for passengers such as face-to-face transferring facility 

and Universal Design, newly developed technologies 

enabled the constructions in the tough conditions and 

reduced the cost of both construction and 

maintenance.  

The number of passengers of KYUSHU 

SHINKANSEN is steadily increasing since its 

inauguration. We are convinced that KYUSHU 

SHINKANSEN can generate the large effects and 

activate the economy in KYUSHU Island in the 

future. 

 
Photo9:SHINKANSEN Train ‘TSUBAME’ 
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Point of Contact Person: HIDEHIRO Mizuide (Assistant 

Director, Planning Section Kyusyu Shinkansen construction 

bureau) 

Telephone: 092-283-9609 

Facsimile: 092-283-9592 

e-mail:h.mizuide@jrtt.go.jp 



The Construction of Minatomirai line  
to Create the New City Space of the Cosmopolitan City "Yokohama" 

 

 

 

 

1. Outline 

Minatomirai line  runs from Yokohama 

station to old downtown area (Kannai-Isezaki area) 

via newly developed Minatomirai area. It also 

contributes to the development of these urban areas 

with the establishment of new transport infrastructure, 

especially in the new "Minatomirai21 area". 

Minatomirai line which is the subway of 4.1 

kilometers from Yokohama to Motomachi- Chukagai 

inaugurated in February, 2004. Minatomirai line forms 

one part of wide railway network links from 

Yokohama to Tokyo by the through service with 

existing line. 

 

Fig.1:The route map of Minatomirai line 

 

Yokohama-city government took the lead in 

constructing Minatomirai line, and Yokohama 

Minatomirai Railway Company was established as a 

third sector (private company established and 

sponcered by public) in March, 1989. Yokohama 

Minatomirai Railway Company acquired the railway 

concession (own and operate) in April, 1990 and the 

approvement of construction in November, 1991. The 

construction began in November, 1992 by applying 

the Private Rail Construction Aid Plan of government 

and completed in February, 2004. 

Minatomirai line was transferred from JRTT to 

Yokohama Minatomirai Railway Company which is 

the railload operator. 



With the Private Rail Construction Aid Plan, 

JRTT funds and constructs the private urban railways 

and subways which are urgent projects in large cities 

such as Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya by the instruction  

of Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport. 

After completion, the facilities are transferred to the 

railway operation companies. 

The private railway company pays back the 

construction cost of transferred facility by equal 

half-yearly payment with interest in 25 years. 

 

 
Table 1: The construction cost and the funds of 

Minatomirai line 
(US million $) 

Capital 250 Grant aid 
Grant by local government 670 

Loan by private rail 
construction aid plan 

1,170 Loan 

Loan by bank 250 

Total 2,340 

(1$≒¥110) 

 

 

2. Main Subject 

(1)Creation of New City Space 

The basis concept of the station plan of 

Minatomirai line is ‘Accessibility’. Minatomirai line 

secures not only the transportation but also other 

various functions with considering urban planning to 

create the new city space. 

Taking advantage of the deep station, the stair 

well, the arch, and the dome are adopted as an 

infrastructure with latitude. These create the new and 

high-grade city space. Furthermore, aiming at the 

unique aspect, every station takes the city’s symbolic 

attraction and atmosphere into the underground space. 

By these concepts, we could make these urbane galley 

stations harmonized with the city atmosphere. In the 

process of this, we organized the design committee 

which consists of civil engineers, designers, and 

citizens for getting various ideas and images of the 

area. 

 

(a)Minatomirai station (the stair well) 

We applied the stair well in Minatomirai 

station for creating the united space extending from 

the platform at the 23 m depth to the building at 

ground level. In Minatomirai station, passengers will 

not feel any oppression as in the usual underground 

station. Thus Minatomirai station contributes to create 

an excellent landscape. 

 

 

Photo 1: Minatomirai station 

 

 

(b)Bashamichi station (the dome), Motomachi- 

Chukagai station (the arch) 

We designed the dome style structure for 

Bashamichi station and the arch style for 

Motomachi-Chukagai station. Those styles create the 

expressive space with a curved surface and high 

ceiling. 

In Bashamichi station, the diameter of the 

dome is 25 meters and it becomes a new symbol of the 

area. 



 

Photo 2: Bashamichi station 

 

In Motomachi-Chukagai station, the arch 

structure created a large space where it does not seem 

to be underground. And the concepts of Chukagai 

(China town) and the settlement era of Yokohama are 

expressed on the large wall by artists. 

 
Photo 3: Motomachi-Chukagai station 

 

Every station is a symbol as the entrance of 

each area and has a function of leading the 

development of the area. 

(2)The coordinated equipment with city institution 

The coordination with the urban roads and 

facilities such as underground path reduced the cost 

and time in the construction of Minatomirai line. 

The construction cost of the Shintakashima 

station was reduced by combining with the 

underground path. On the other hand, the construction 

cost of Motomachi-Chukagai station was reduced by 

sharing the cost with the underground parking which 

was constructed simultaneously. The other stations, 

Minatomirai station and Bashamichi station, were also 

constructed in cooperation with the other underground 

facilities. 
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Fig.2: The underground parking 

 

Fig.3: The section of shield 

 

Additionally, the tunnel contains the cable for 

the public electric power supply. The railroad operator 

can get the revenue as an occupation fee from the 

electric power company. Moreover, the power 

company needs no extra facilities thanks to the rail 

tunnel and contributes to keep a beautiful landscape 

without messy aerial cables. 
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Minatomirai Line 

Cable 



(3)The technical development in the construction of 

Minatomirai line 

We introduce a part of the newly developed 

technologies for the reduction of the cost, the required 

time, and the environmental load in the construction. 

(a)We developed the machinery caisson right 

under line operated Yokohama station, and achieved 

constructing safely and smoothly even in a narrow 

situation. 

(b)We introduced the developing parallel link 

excavating shield machine for the first time in the 

interior railway construction. It has smaller radius 

compared with a conventional machine. Therefore the 

reduction of the running gear and the alleviation of 

machine weight were achieved.  

 

Photo 4: The shield machine 

 

(c)The method of using wooden raft floated on 

the infused water as a scaffold was applied to the open 

cut tunnel of Shintakashima station because keeping 

the enough space was necessary for moving a shield 

machine to length. The sufficient safety and the 

shortening in the time necessary for the construction 

could be secured by the method. 

 

Fig.4: The scaffold of infused water  
 

(d)The non-bolt type segment was introduced 

as the segment of shield machine, so the simplification 

and speed up of assembling work was available.  

(e)The floating slab was used as the 

environment measure to reduce the vibration and the 

noise at the time of train running in Minatomirai 

station, a part of which was unit structure with music 

hall. So the vibration could be reduced by 10 several 

decibels.  

 
Photo 5: The floating slab 

 
Furthermore, the environment measure and the 

reduction of the construction cost were achieved by 

recycling the construction waste sludge as the 

liquefied soil to use backfilling.  

 

3. The construction effects of Minatomirai line 

The demand of Minatomirai line amounts to 

123,000 people per day, which is near to forecasting 

result. It proves the success of the Minatomirai line 

project. 

Water 

Raft 



流動化処理土
 

流動化処理土

の埋戻しへの利用
 

Fig.5: The liquefied soil 

 

The major factor in this result is collecting 

visitors from all over the metropolitan area by virtue 

of business effort, which is tie-up with line side 

shopping district and sightseeing institution, and it is 

also the result that each station of Minatomirai line 

was taken up by mass media.  

According to the survey of Yokohama-city 

government, number of pedestrians is increasing to 

1.4 or 2.7 times in the Motomachi area and the 

Chukagai area. In the questionnaire survey, 1/3 of 

persons who visited Yokohama answered that they 

stimulated by the opening of Minatomirai line. 

Some newspapers inform the increase of the 

proceeds of the commerce institution.  

The enterprise lure has advanced since the 

opening of Minatomirai line. 

Especially,  the head office move of NISSAN 

MOTOR CO., LTD., the scale of which is about 2,000 

people, will bring a large effect such as an increase of 

tax revenue and employment.  

 

4. Summary 

(1)The creation of new city space 

The construction of Minatomirai line is based 

on the structure with sufficient space. Each station has 

a large space which unifies with the ground by 

applying the arch, dome or stair well, and these high 

grade and unique stations also create the new city 

space in the cosmopolitan city Yokohama. 

 

(2)The contribution of the area development 

Minatomirai line improved the status of the 

Yokohama metropolitan subcenter. Each unique 

station became sightseeing sights and obtained high 

evaluation from mass media and citizen. As the result 

of this, increase of the line side visitor, proceeds 

increase of the commerce institution, advance of the 

enterprise, vitalization of central area of Yokohama, 

Contribution to sightseeing and so on, Minatomirai 

line contributes to the development of cosmopolitan 

city Yokohama largely. 

The construction of Minatomirai line, which 

contributed to development of local community, is 

said as the project of leadership, and it should be 

evaluated highly as the case that showed the new 

direction of attractive infrastructure upgrading. 

 

(3)Contribution to the development of civil 

engineering technology 

Various newly developed technologies in the 

construction of Minatomirai line, would contribute to 

the construction technology such as the future 

underground structure.  

 

Contact 
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